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Grande Finale v.110308
Mark Causey

First and foremost, this is a game for me and people like me. I've wanted a
"Final Fantasy" game ever since I heard of tabletop roleplaying. I'm asking
for help because of the classic reasons, but mainly because I like sharing in
the creative process. I do not want to make this game for everyone, not even
all Final Fantasy fans who tabletop roleplay. Feel free to join up or drop
out at any time. There is no need to "make a commitment". If all you have is
one comment, that is fine with me. All help is appreciated!

Second, I feel no need to create beautiful new mechanics to change the way
everyone games. It is already pretty traditional with some indie or story
gaming influences. I will probably respond to ideas founded on a whole new
way of doing things as a request for permission to design your own game.
Sorry if that hurts, but I have a big desire to see a playable version done
as soon as possible and not be caught in self-revisionist hell. That said,
ideas are welcome. I've borrowed from quite a few sources already. I don't
mind this being a hodge-podge game.

I.
*Console Gaming*
I've seen quite a few posts and essays on console gaming. I know that part of
the problem of emulating this type of game is that there are many elements in
these games that people find interesting and fun and that not everyone shares
the same elements in kind or the same perspective on these elements.

/Classes/ - I love the classes in the Final Fantasy series. Dragoons,
Gamblers, Dark Knights, Summoners and others all appeal to me and I
love most every variation on them.

/Clashes with Evil Kingdoms and Love Stories/ - I throw out my
internal critic when the story moves to grandiose war stories and
heartwarming love stories. They make each game feel that much more
accessible when you know the cliches. Whether you're retelling the
story on the table top or replaying the video game, you get this sense
of engaging in a myth with many variations.

/Action Battle Systems/ - When it comes down to the most visceral,
casting those big spells or wielding those fantastic weapons makes my
heart race sometimes. Mountain shaking monsters and sky darkening
fleets of airships are the enemies you play to fight again and again.

/Airships and Moogles/ - The minute details of any given Final Fantasy
world usually delight or annoy most players. I don't want to force
Moogles on my games and I don't want those kinds of elements even
firmly outlined. Because, damn, which FF would you choose *your*
Moogle from? Or your Chocobo? But, a reminder to find a way to include
your favorite minutia is necessary and integral to a successful game.

II.
*Characteristics and Aspects*

/Characteristics/

Each character is defined by these characteristics:

* Passion
* Cunning
* Resolve

They are rated at some number.

/Aspects/

Aspects are the most defining part of your character. They can be anything
that your character is strongly attached to and would power their actions or
fuel their passions. Each Aspect will be related to a Characteristic. If I
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choose "Rosa, my heart's desire" I would attach it to Passion. If I felt
that my role as a "Dark Knight" fueled my actions, I might attach it to any
of the Characteristics, thus defining it as a Passionate, Cunning-filled, or
Resolute class.

Aspects, like Characteristics, are rated at some number.

III.
*Power Sources and Roles*

/Power Sources/

You also choose a Power Source to which your character is aligned. These
are:

* Holy
* Demon
* Shadow
* Alchemy
* Spirit

Holy and Demon are one axis, Alchemy and Spirit are another axis. Shadow is
the middle of each axis. Each source is a realm to which one could travel
and there are beings born entirely from that realm. Each realm can be the
soul's final destination.

/Roles/

There are four (or five?) roles. They are:

* Striker
* Trickster
* Assister (Defender?)
* Dabbler

The Striker is associated with Passion. The Trickster is associated with
Cunning. The Assister (Defender?) is associated with Resolve. The Dabbler
will choose to be associated with different Characteristics over the life of
the character. I don't know how often it will be able to change, and I'm
sure it'll have to be different from how the other classes associate with
their Characteristic. I think there should maybe be a fifth Role, but I'm
not sure how to define it.

Each role will affect how the player interacts with the two resolution
systems.

IV. Conditions

/Conditions/

Conditions are statuses you can give other characters that affect how they
interact with the resolution systems. Each condition is based on a Power
Source, and there are two per source.

* Holy - Stop, Blessed
* Demon - Cursed, Berserk
* Alchemy - Poison, Haste
* Spirit - Confused, Insubstantial
* Shadow - Blind, Invisible

I don't know what the conditions do yet.

V. Resolution Systems

There are two resolution systems. One system focuses on high-tension or
fast-paced action sequences. It is called the Action Battle system. The
other focuses on light-hearted or less-intense situations. It is called the
Minigame system.
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/Action Battle System/

At the beginning of initiating an ABS resolved conflict, at least one thing
will be "at stake". It needs to be stated and explicit amongst the group.
The parties involved are vying for the right to determine the outcome of
what is at stake. Think of things that are important but open ended. "The
lives of the villagers is at stake" is good. "Will I end up killing the
villagers in my Avatar rage?" is bad. "My faith is at stake" is good, and
leaves plenty of room for interpetation. "Will I leave my god forever?" is
bad in that it improperly restricts the actions that will occur before the
resolution has completed. Who knows what avenues the faith will be tested?
Don't restrict it, but be willing to see it go someway you aren't expecting.

I have three methods of ABS, depending on how many opposing views there are
on the stakes at hand. If you and your friend are on the same side, you
count as one party. If you do group together, you have to have a leader for
your group. There is two party, three party and four party ABS.

/Two Party ABS/

Each party is assigned a color, red or black. Then, determine who goes
first. That person starts describing their party's actions (whether it is
for just their character or for many characters). Then, they flip the first
of five playing cards. If the card matches their color, they get to continue
narrating. Otherwise, the other party begins narrating. Cards will continue
to flip for five flips. Nothing that is described can be assumed to be
permanent until the five cards are completely flipped. Then, whichever party
has the most cards present will take their margin of victory (1, 3, or 5)
and attack one of the losing party's Aspects, This Aspect will reduce by
that amount. Then, the winning party will determine something semi-permanent
about the losing party (wounds, trauma, changes). This will become an Aspect
on the loser's character, rated at the same level that the other Aspect was
reduced. Then, the players will determine if they wish to continue or if the
matter is resolved. If you win, or someone gives, the winner gets to
determine who that stake is resolved.

/Three Party ABS/

Each party chooses a suit. The missing suit is removed from the deck.

/Four Party ABS/

Each party chooses a suit.

/Minigame System/

Do something like look for matches or straights. Make it fun. This will be a
customizable part of the game for each group, if they wish. Aspects involved
will determine how many cards you can draw.

VI. Recovering Aspects and Removing Wounds

Your Characteristics will determine how to recover an Aspect to full or get
rid of a Wound (at your option). This is the same as Refreshes in TSOY.

VII. Limit Breaks

When your Aspects are Broken, you can do Limit Breaks. These will be
determined based on your Role and which Characteristic the Aspect is based
on. Once the Limit Break has been performed, the Aspect changes permanently.

VIII. Horoscopes

Your horoscope will give you an idea of your personality and possibly your
destiny. There are thirteen horoscopes. Take a deck pull some cards to see
what you get. Here are some that I came up with:
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* Hunter fights the
* Behemoth

* Ghost haunts the
* Golem

* Imp battles the
* Angel

* Phoenix erupts around the
* Owl

* King consults the
* Seer

* Oroboros/Ring moves amongst them all

IX. Leveling Up

Do I need to level things up?

X. Examples

Cecil

Passion 6
Cunning 4
Resolve 5

Shadow Striker
"Dark Knight"

Aspects:
Black Blade 3 Passion
Questioned Loyalty 4 Resolve
Unearthly Wisdom 2 Cunning
Rosa, Love of my Life 4 Passion
Bloody, Broken Armor (Trauma) 1 Resolve
Captain of the Red Wings 1 Cunning

Mist Dragon
Aura of Mist 5
Icy Breath 3
Rydia, my Daughter 2
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